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Improve your spirometry testing quality & workflow

ComPAS
     and Pneumotrac

THE # 1 SPIROMETRY SYSTEM

100% Success 
rate on EMR 
interfacing

Brilliant 
incentive 
graphics

Assured quality 
of testing to ATS 
& ISO Standards



ComPAS with PNEUMOTRAC
We have taken the best spirometer on the market, 

teamed it with the best pulmonary function software 

and created a system unparalleled in the marketplace.
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THE PINNACLE 
OF SPIROMETRY
The Vitalograph Pneumotrac and In2itive 

spirometers operating with ComPAS software not 

only satisfy any spirometry scenario possible, the 

combination does so with a synchronicity that 

comes from years of collective experience and 

exceptional design.

OUR INTEGRATED SPIROMETRY SOLUTION

For customers hearing about 

ComPAS for the first time, they are 

astonished at the breadth of capability 

and the esteemed reputation the 

product has  earned in America’s finest 

pulmonary centers. This software is 

proudly an American product and the 

result of years of customer input and 

innovative programming. We believe 

that the Morgan Scientific - Vitalograph 

solution can streamline your workflow 

and increase your staff’s effectiveness.
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INSTINCTIVE DESIGN

C omPAS design using intuitive 

graphical user interfaces provides 

direct, simple and pleasing operation. 

It is perhaps the most common 

observation of new users to ComPAS 

“Wow!  This is so easy and helpful 

to use”. Testing is completed with 

minimal keystrokes while information 

is presented in a discerning manner 

that assists the user and encourages 

excellence in test quality.

A STRONG FOUNDATION
ComPAS was the first PFT software to harness the power of Microsoft’s  SQL platform. 

Over the years, large hospital sites have operated without downtime or database issues 

across vast networks and platforms.  

During performance of flow volume 

studies, ComPAS provides the user 

with helpful tools to ensure accurate 

and reproducible testing results:

• End of Test Detection

• Forced Expiratory Time Meter

• Percent Best FVC Volume Meter

• Area Representation of Best Loop

ComPAS SPIROMETRY
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EASE OF DAILY ACCURACY CHECK

Only a single accuracy check is required per day; the stability of the Pneumotrac combined 

with the smart user modality ensures accuracy while storing all records for later QC reporting.

USER FRIENDLY NAVIGATION
The ComPAS testing screen 

provides utility and vital 

information with an economy of 

key strokes. It is so instinctive to 

navigate that users are comfortable 

within minutes of instruction!  

Beautiful graphics and results 

spreadsheets are presented in 

harmonious synergy.

 

Made a mistake by saving a Post 

bronchodilator test as a Pre?

No Problem! Simply drag and 

drop to correct the mistake.

 

ComPAS is simply a delight to use.

ComPAS SPIROMETRY
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 DESIGNED 
   FOR ASTHMA  
        & ALLERGY

ComPAS SPIROMETRY

BREATHE EASY

We are aware that many of the spirometry options in the marketplace have fallen 

short of customer expectations. Whether it is the accuracy of the instrument, 

the inability to handle multiple locations, or simply a failure to interface to EMR 

systems, improved work flow and complete customer satisfaction has always been 

the Morgan Scientific goal.

E MR-EHR connectivity - Morgan Scientific 

are the leading PFT company in the field 

of system integration with a vast experience of 

interface projects.  

We support HL7 Orders & Results interfaces; 

graphical reports can be embedded via Base64 

encoding or dropped off to a file share. 

Projects and coding are managed in-house 

engaging direct collaboration with the multitude 

of EMR companies. There isn’t an EMR we won’t 

work with! 

Although no two EMR interfaces are the same, 

we have successful interfaces with the following 

vendors: 

- EMR CONNECTIVITY

- LEGACY DATA CONVERTER

- CLINICAL TRIAL DATA MINING

- STUNNING INCENTIVE GRAPHICS

• Meditab
• Epic
• Cerner Milenium
• Nextgen
• GE Centricity
• eClinicalWorks
• CareCloud
• Meditech
• OmniVision 

• Veterans  
Administration

• Siemens
• Vanderbilt  

StarPanel
• A4 (escripts)
• SRS Freedom Chart 

Manager
• SOAPware
• MiSys

More EMR vendors are added each month; 

please call for the latest information. 
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LEGACY DATA CONVERTER

No need to lose years of valuable clinical 

information; ComPAS provides conversion 

of legacy data from KoKo, nSpire, CareFusion and 

Medical Graphics. Powerful data clean up tools include 

the Predicted Back Calculator and Patient Biographical 

Super Merge. 

CLINICAL TRIAL DATA MINING

ComPAS comes fully equipped with a powerful 

Research Query tool. Having converted all 

legacy data and recalculated all predicted information, 

your vast repository of results is now available for 

interrogation. Searches can be configured to suit any 

trial parameters. For example: find all females between 

25 and 45 yeats old with an FEV1 % Predicted of < 50.

STUNNING INCENTIVE GRAPHICS

ComPAS SPIROMETRY
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ADVANCED REPORTING

ComPAS SPIROMETRY

The variety and flexibility of ComPAS reporting is unique in this industry. 
Unlike other products that restrict presentations to boundaries set by a 
reporting module, ComPAS employs an awesome report component that 
has no limits to inventive design.
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SMART REPORTS

Report Capabilities Include: 

A vast array of report designs come standard with ComPAS, but that is only the 
beginning! Customers are encouraged to request unique layouts of data and 
graphics to ensure the presentation they truly want. Customized report work is 
covered by the ComPAS license; everything is completed and delivered on-line 
by product specialists at Morgan Scientific.

• Logo and header design
• Manual entry information
• Numerous individual test graphics
• Summary of all efforts (data and 

graphics)
• Overlay of graphics
• Past test result history
• Serial data graphing including ability 

to track %Predicted changes

• Combinations of PFT, Six Minute 
Walk and CPET data

• Bronchial Challenge (Methacholine, 
Exercise and Cold Air)

• Computer impression
• Physician interpretation and 

captured digital signature

ComPAS SPIROMETRY

A feature that 
considers what 
type of test has 
been completed 
and then presents 
the appropriate 
report automatically. 
Smart reporting can 
distinguish between 
screening spirometry, 
six minute walk, full 
PFT tests, bronchial 
challenge and much 
more; no need to 
waste time individually 
selecting report styles.
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PAPERLESS OFFICE

When tests are completed 

by the technician, results 

are routed to any network-

connected station for 

physician interpretation. 

In cases where multiple 

physicians will interpret 

results, ComPAS Task 

Manager automatically 

routes the patient results to 

the appropriate physician.

ComPAS TASK MANAGER

ComPAS WORKFLOW

Developed together with 

pulmonary physicians to 

provide the fastest, most 

versatile interpretation 

platform; over years of 

operation it has evolved into 

the most powerful pulmonary 

interpretation tool. Using 

ComPAS Task Manager, 

thousands of ComPAS PFT 

interpretations are routinely 

completed and displayed in 

EMRs every year.

ComPAS SPIROMETRY



In environments with wireless networks, 
results can be viewed by physicians on 
their tablets in exam rooms. At his or her 
desk, the interpreting physician can review 
personalized report formats and engage a 
private template of interpretation text. Both 
serial data and a computer impression are 
available as a quick reference while the 
interpretation is being considered.
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• Any past numerical test data can be plotted and instantly viewed.

• For Asthma and Allergy, plots can include FEV1 and FeNO over time.

• Trending can be plotted and calculated from a number of possible anchor points or based on time. 

• Events can be added to the time line which will be recalled on subsequent test viewing. 

• For children, weight, height and BMI can be viewed on the CDC Growth Charts. 

• Past Flow Volume Loops can be plotted and overlaid.

• Instant view of past interpretation text which can be copied and modified for current use.

BRINGING UTILITY TO  SERIAL DATA

ComPAS SPIROMETRY
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INNOVATION

PLUG & PLAY
Both the Pneumotrac and In2itive 

spirometers are “plug & play” devices; 

simply carry the unit to any network-

connected computer that has ComPAS 

and connect via USB. Calibrations are 

stored by serial number, so any device 

can be used in any exam room.

ICD 10
ComPAS is ICD-10 ready and provides a 

powerful General Equivalency Mapping 

(GEM) function, which can help migrate 

codes from ICD-9 to the new ICD-10 

paradigm. This capability can be turned 

on in configuration by the user when 

desired.

QUICK SUPPORT
Morgan and Vitalograph have always 

made customer service and after-

sales support the top priority.  Using 

secure internet connections ComPAS 

QuickSupport allows product specialists 

to log into remote computers and help 

directly with any issue. 

3

2

1
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For the cost of testing a handful of patients per year, the ComPAS License 
ensures you have the latest in software capability, PFT standards, and industry 
advances.

REMOTE TESTING
 in 3 easy steps:

1. Upload patients from ComPAS to 
one or multiple In2itives and you 
are ready to test. 

2. Test your patients.

3. Reconnect In2itive with ComPAS  
and data automatically  
synchronizes. 

Predicted Values, Customized Reports, 
and EMR Interfacing are the same as if 
you had performed the testing directly 
in ComPAS

During the long lifespan of Vitalograph 

spirometry hardware, software is continually 

evolving. New reporting capability, new incentive 

graphics, new operating systems or advances 

in remote data access and interpretation are 

occurring all the time. 

ComPAS software development never ceases! 

To ensure that customers are always up to date 

with minimal expense, we created the ComPAS 

License program. Many of our competitors charge 

considerably for upgrades to their software, 

especially when necessitated by computer 

industry changes. 

 

With ComPAS everything is included!  

Competitors often charge for different 

components of their software. For example if you 

want to add Bronchial Challenge, you need to buy 

that module. If you want capability for Remote 

Interpretation, you have to buy that module and 

so on. With ComPAS you get everything!

Highlighted ComPAS features include:

• Customizing of Reports
• Customizing of Predicted Sets
• Customizing of Challenge Protocols
• Clinical Trial Data Mining Tools
• ComPAS Quick Support
• Continuing Innovation & Upgrades
• All included with the ComPAS license 

ComPAS LICENSE

IN2ITIVE 4

ComPAS SPIROMETRY
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TOTAL PORTABILITY

TEST IN ONE PLACE
INTERPRET IN ANOTHER
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PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE

Patrick Morgan - Owner, President
Gareth Morgan - Vice President

Marcus Garbe - Owner, Company Secretary
Bernard Garbe - Owner, Managing Director

Morgan Scientific and Vitalograph

The powerful collaboration between Vitalograph and Morgan Scientific has made it 
possible to use the renowned Vitalograph spirometers to deliver precision spirometry while 
harnessing the power of Morgan Scientific’s ComPAS Software.  

Both Vitalograph and Morgan Scientific have decades of experience in developing 
respected lung function laboratory and office spirometry solutions that are widely used by 
medical professionals. The collaboration between the two companies provides increased 
choice, flexibility, and convenience in the delivery of high performance spirometry testing. 

151 Essex St. STE 8
Haverhill, MA 01832

978-521-4440

www.morgansci.com
sales@morgansci.com

support@morgansci.com

13310 W. 99th St. 
Lenexa, KS 66215 

913-730-3200 ext. 205

www.vitalograph.com
vitcs@vitalograph.com

technical@vitalograph.com



Simplicity of operation increases patient throughput

Seamless exchange of data reduces need for printing

Exquisite quality of hardware almost eliminates downtime

Highly competitive supplies reduce cost of operation

Continuing innovation from user input

There is a reason ComPAS is America’s best spirometry 
software platform. From testing, reporting, interfacing 
and more, you can be assured of lasting standards and 
continuing innovation.

PRODUCT SUMMARY
Optimize spirometry testing quality and workflow with 
the # 1 Pulmonary Software & Spirometry Hardware

MORGAN GUARANTEE 
The Morgan Guarantee is to provide absolutely the 
finest pulmonary function equipment together with 
industry leading ComPAS Software from a foundation of 
impeccable customer support and continuing innovation.

www.morgansci.com  1-800-525-5002  sales@morgansci.com




